All Traffic Solutions Launches ALPR All-In-One Automatic License Plate Recognition (ALPR) System Option for the ATS 5 Radar Speed Display & Variable Message Sign Trailer

Versatile ATS 5 Trailers Pull Double Duty with Added ALPR Intelligence

HERNDON, Va. (PRWEB) October 12, 2017 -- All Traffic Solutions, the leader in cloud-based traffic management solutions for law enforcement, transportation and smart cities, announces the launch of an all-in-one automatic license plate recognition (ALPR) system, available as an option for the ATS 5 Trailer. The ALPR system is designed to simplify deployments from specification through installation.

Versatile and accurate, the device is ideal for a range of applications, including:

- Capturing license plates at high speeds on streets and highways
- Covering major city access points for wanted vehicles
- Locating vehicle owners who have outstanding arrest warrants or unpaid parking tickets
- Conducting crime and convoy analysis to accelerate investigations
- Managing off-street parking lots, facilities and campuses for tighter security
- Identifying cruising vehicles
- Assisting in missing person searches

All Traffic Solutions’ portable ATS 5 Trailer makes it quick and easy to deploy—and redeploy, as required—ALPR wherever it is needed without special equipment. The ALPR camera includes high-resolution ALPR and context cameras as well as integrated illumination and onboard image processing and analysis. Only plate-read data is transferred over the network, rather than entire images, for decreased data load on the network and server. The cameras are not dependent on the server, providing uninterrupted coverage even when connectivity goes down.

“Our customers require flexible, reliable traffic management and enforcement solutions,” said Jim Weaver, CEO for All Traffic Solutions. “The ALPR camera system helps them to protect citizens, boost productivity and maximize revenue using the same versatile, portable ATS 5 Trailer they use for their traffic management program.”

To learn more about TraffiCloudTM, All Traffic Solutions’ cloud-based transportation management ecosystem that allows users to remotely manage traffic and parking devices, as well as data, from any Internet connection, visit http://www.alltrafficsolutions.com/solutions/trafficcloud.

For more information on the ALPR system option for the ATS 5 Trailer, visit http://www.alltrafficsolutions.com/products/ats-5-trailer-with-alpr/.

Download the ALPR specifications sheet here.

About All Traffic Solutions
Located outside Washington D.C. in Herndon, Virginia, All Traffic Solutions is consistently recognized as a leading innovator in the traffic safety industry for radar speed and variable message displays, imaging products and intelligent transportation systems, delivering groundbreaking levels of service and product capability. By
integrating cloud technology into all of its products, All Traffic Solutions allows customers to manage all their equipment and data remotely through a browser, resulting in better traffic safety outcomes and initiatives related to vehicle-to-infrastructure solutions and smart cities. For more information, visit www.AllTrafficSolutions.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.